
IOSH Managing Safely is a course for managers and supervisors 
in any sector and any organisation. It informs attendees regarding 
the practical actions they need to take in order to manage health 
and safety with their organisation. Scenarios within the course 
illustrate the key HSE issues being discussed, this includes a 
selection of real life case studies which reinforces the concept as 
to why health and safety is such an essential part of everyone’s 
job.
 
During the course, delegates will learn how to carry out risk 
assessments quickly and effectively, understand the process 
of auditing / measuring and discovering methods to identify / 
control hazards. Delegates will also gain a detailed knowledge 
of the law and how the legal system works regarding health and 
safety, along with steps they can take to protect the environment 
in their day-to-day work.
 
On successful completion of the assessment, delegates will be 
awarded a certificate from the Institution of Occupational Safety 
and Health (IOSH) – the largest international HSE organisation in 
the world.

• Internationally recognised 
HSE qualification

• Active staff involvement 
to improve the safety 
culture

• Improved company-wide 
safety awareness culture 
and appreciation of 
safety measures

• Consistent HSE 
messaging across the 
supervisor and manager 
community
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Course Duration
Four days

Awarding Body
IOSH

Elements
Memorable and thought-provoking facts and case studies 
help drive the key safety messages home over the whole 
course. Each module is backed by clear examples and 
recognisable scenarios and summaries reinforce the 
learning points. The course includes checklists and other 
materials for delegates to experiment with when they get 
back to their own workplaces.

Eight interactive modules:

1. Introducing managing safely

2. Assessing risks

3. Controlling risks

4. Understanding responsibilities

5. Understanding hazards

6. Investigating incidents

7. Measuring performance

8. Protecting our environment
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Course certified by IOSH.
The Institution of Occupational Safety and 
Health (IOSH) is the only Chartered body for 
health and safety professionals in the world.
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